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AL5-B Non-Sparking Knotted Wire Wheel Brush
Diameter
5

Brush Face
3/16

Arbor
5/811

Wire
.020 Brass

Fill Size
FULL

# Of Knots
50

Trim
1

RPM
15000

Product Description
Felton’s new revolutionary AL5-B non-sparking brush is the tool of choice when machining,
cleaning, or repairing in explosive or flammable atmospheres. The AL5-B features a patented and
world exclusive cast aluminum poured center with knotted brass wire to form a truly non-sparking
product which holds bristles tighter, and extends the overall life of the brush. The AL5-B provides
superior safety while working in any explosive gas atmospheres (zone 0,1, and 2) and any
combustible dust atmospheres (zone 20, 21, and 22.)

Product Application
For Use in Any Flammable or Explosive Atmosphere
The AL5-B is a versatile brush for use in any environment
containing potentially explosive gases or flammable materials. It
can be applied in cleaning, maintaining, or repairing activities in
a number of different jobs varying from refinery turnaround,
industrial contracting, nuclear plant maintenance, and food
processing plants to name a few.

Product Features and Benefits
Our innovative patented design allows for a complete non sparking brush which optimizes safety
and performance with minimal upfront investment from the customer. This method locks the knots
sternly in place which creates an accurately balanced brush leading to higher RPM’s. This also has
the added benefit of decreasing the wire agitation on the brush which is what causes a brush to
throw wire. As the brush has a machined center, it can be flipped around which can increase the
brushes effectiveness and increases the lifetime, lowering the cost per use.

Felton Brushes can also build to customer specifications and provide design assistance.
The information contained in this document is based on tests which are believed to be reliable. Since actual conditions of use may vary and are beyond the control of FELTON the product’s specified characteristics cannot be guaranteed and are offered solely for the buyer’s evaluation and verification. There are no warranties, representations or conditions, expressed or implied, of any kind, including, but not limited to, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose made by
FELTON of its officers, employees or affiliates, in connection with the sale of the products described in the document. Accordingly, the purchaser and each user
assumes all risks and liability in connection with their use of such products. Nothing contained herein is to be construed as permission, recommendation or inducement by FELTON to use any product or process so as to infringe or conflict with any patent. Further, it is the user’s obligation to utilize this material in full
compliance with health, safety and environmental regulations.

